The Vardo - An Amazing Custom-Built Trailer (Loads of photos & details)

Categories: Homesteading, Self-Sufficiency

This is the 'Vardo', it is a custom trailer built by Paleotool. It is based on the old British/French gypsy wagons of old. It is 8 foot long by 6 foot wide and 10 foot 6 high. It even comes complete with a wood burning stove!
The attention to detail and craft work is spectacular. If you head over to Paleotool's website (link at the bottom of the page), there must be close to 100 photos of the construction of the Vardo and the finished article. The interior is as beautiful as the exterior. Make sure you head over and check it out! This is such a great project.
The Vardo built by Paleotool

The Vardo build has also been featured/documentated in more detail on the Instructables website.
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